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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Although it's also all the rage these days, looking back, fuel
economy was the primary focus for Ford trucks during the s -- a fact substantiated by styling
changes, revised powertrains, and the development of smaller truck offerings. Greeting the new
decade was a restyled Ford F-Series pickup with a more aerodynamic front end. Cabs were a bit
bigger, too, and four-wheel-drive versions got independent front suspension in the form of
Ford's Twin Traction Beam setup. Want to see how these innovations impacted the look of the
trucks? Continue to the next page to have a look at some of Ford's trucks from Major Ford truck
changes for included revised styling on F-Series trucks and Broncos, and the fact that versions
of Ford trucks got independent front suspensions. Late in the model year, medium- and
heavy-duty Ford trucks were offered with engines that ran on Liquid Propane LP gas. Coors
Beer commissioned a custom Courier that featured period-popular hood scoop, spoilers,
sunroof, and big-rig-style chrome exhaust stacks. The Flareside bed was specially made, as it
wasn't offered on the Courier that year. Broncos and F-Series pickups got a new face for , and
pickup trucks continued to offer both Styleside and Flareside beds. Bronco and F-Series
four-wheel-drive truck models adopted Twin-Traction Beam independent front suspension for
Rival GM s wouldn't get independent front suspension until Ford redesigned its medium-duty
trucks for , giving them a sleek, modern look that bore a kinship to their heavy-duty siblings.
Both gas and diesel engines were offered. Continue to the next page to check them out. In , all
Ford truck lines carried over virtually unchanged, although Ford added the F option with a
"downsized" cubic-inch V-8 engine. Smaller than even the standard cubic-inch six, this engine
may have been more marketing hype than fuel-economy help, but it showed Ford's commitment
to increasing gas mileage. F-Series Ford trucks had long received an annual styling update -even if it only amounted to a slight change in the grille -- but that practice ceased with the
models, which were virtually identical to 's. By this time, the Ford F-Series was on a roll as the
best-selling truck in the land, so there was little incentive to mess with success. Besides, the
was a good-looking design, as evidenced by this two-tone F Flareside. Several custom decor
packages were available for light-duty pickups in the early Eighties, one of which included the
two-tone paint and white-painted wheels shown here. Flareside beds, once considered more
utilitarian than the smooth-sided Styleside versions, were now considered more stylish. This
Ford truck illustrates another example of the custom-decor packages available in It came
standard with many custom touches -- both inside and out -- and was marked by squared-off
grille and fenders that capped an extended-length front end. The classic Ford lettering across
Ford trucks' hoods disappeared in Click to the next page to see what replaced it. This year Ford
introduced a mildly restyled front end for F-Series pickup trucks and the Bronco. This prompted
the deletion of the Ford lettering that previously graced the leading edge of the hood. In a
further bow to fuel economy, the F came standard with a new cubic-inch V-6 for SuperCab Ford
trucks had a longer cab that allowed for a three-passenger rear bench seat or a pair of jump
seats. The divided rear side window first appeared in Ford trucks for Spoked wheels and tape
stripes continued to dress up F-Series trucks, with some new designs being offered for During
this time, pickups were becoming more popular for regular passenger use, largely replacing
high-performance cars -- long since regulated out of existence -- as trendy transportation. The
Cat provided a broad torque range that minimized shifting in city traffic. From the front bumper
to the back of the cab, they were about seven inches shorter than their F-Series counterparts.
Continue to the next page to learn more. Ford showed even more of a commitment to improved
gas mileage in when the slow-selling Mazda-built Courier truck was replaced by the Ford-built
Ranger, which quickly became the most popular compact pickup in the land. In an effort to
reduce drag, a Ford pickup truck undergoes wind tunnel testing. Because many customers
showed increased interest in fuel economy, even trucks were tweaked for maximum efficiency.
Replacing the Mazda-built Courier for was the Ford-built Ranger truck. Introduced early in the
calendar year, the Ranger was nearly the same size as the Courier and also offered six- and

seven-foot beds. Unlike the Courier, however, it was available not only with a regular
four-cylinder engine, but also with a V-6 or four-cylinder diesel engine, and -- later in the model
year -- with four-wheel drive. Among F-Series pickups, only the F was available in a four-door,
six-passenger crew-cab body style for All s also came with an eight-foot bed, meaning the truck
pictured above stretched more than inches -- just shy of 20 feet -- bumper-to-bumper. New for
the F-Series medium-duty line was a trio of trucks with GVW ratings that edged them into the
heavy-duty range. The FT and FT were tandem-axle vehicles with gasoline engines; the FT
pictured above was a tandem with a diesel engine. The Bronco II was born in , but a popular
Ford truck model was discontinued. Learn more when you click to the next page. Further
testament to Ford's desire for improved fuel efficiency appeared in when the Ranger-based
Bronco II sport-utility vehicle was added to the lineup. Both the Ranger and Bronco II carried
styling cues that linked them to their F-Series and Bronco big brothers, which was probably
both helpful and intentional. Another bit of noteworthy news for came not in the form of a
change or addition, but of a loss. The Ford F, a model name that had been around since , was
discontinued as was the E van , probably because its gross vehicle weight GVW fell below the
threshold that would have allowed it to get by on the less-stringent emission standards that
applied to heavier-duty trucks. But this was more of a historical loss than a sales one, as the
slightly beefier F, which had been introduced in , absorbed those buyers -- as evidenced by the
fact it would soon become the nation's best-selling full-size pickup, and soon after the
best-selling vehicle of any type. Introduced early in the calendar year, it closely followed the
Chevrolet S Blazer and GMC Jimmy to market in what was essentially a new segment -- and was
closely followed by the Jeep Cherokee. All were designed in response to the gas crisis, which is
why these direct competitors went on sale at about the same time. Bronco II was based on the
compact Ranger pickup, introduced the previous year. All models came with four-wheel drive
and a 2. Compared to its big Bronco brother, the Bronco II was shorter by 10 inches in
wheelbase and 19 inches in overall length, and -- most significantly -- lighter by more than lbs. A
sporty XLS package added tri-color tape stripes and wheelwell "spats. After siring its SUV
stablemate, Ranger was given a rest for , and saw no significant changes. Note the similarities
between the Ranger and Bronco II, particularly from the cab forward. The full-size Bronco
remained in a rut, as it once again didn't see any significant changes -- and hadn't since It
retained its removable rear roof section, which allowed the back seat and cargo area to be
uncovered. Because the Ford F's GVW rating put it below the threshold that allowed heavier
pickups to get by with meeting "looser" truck emission standards, the model was
unceremoniously dropped for -- after 30 years on the market. With that, the F became Ford's
base full-size pickup truck. Options included Explorer special-value packages that provided
numerous uplevel features at a discounted price. Fuel injection arrived for Ford trucks, but only
on selected engines: the 5. More Ford truck engines adopted it over the next few years, and all
were fuel-injected by the end of the decade. Newly standard for the Ranger was a fuel-injected 2.
A carbureted 2. Ford F-Series pickups offered an optional fuel-injected 5. Other gas engines in
Ford trucks remained carbureted. Aside from a five-speed manual transmission replacing a
four-speed as standard, and the newly available four-speed automatic as an option, Bronco II
saw few changes for It could look quite ritzy when dressed up with optional decor packages.
Big-brother Bronco got some new dress-up packages for , along with the optional fuel-injected
5. Now looking like something out of a trucking time warp, the tried-and-true C-Series Tilt Cab,
which dated from , continued in Ford's lineup -- mostly because it continued to be popular. The
Aerostar minivan and a new medium-duty truck joined Ford's roster in Continue to the next
page for more details. In response to the surprisingly popular Dodge Caravan and Plymouth
Voyager minivans introduced by Chrysler Corporation in , Ford brought out the Aerostar for
Unusual in that it carried a name rather than a series designation, it was referred to as a "low tilt
cab," although the cab was in fact rather tall. Also new that year was a SuperCab version of the
Ford Ranger pickup truck. With the F firmly ensconced as the best-selling vehicle in the U.
Newly offered on Ford's heavy-duty Cab-Over-Engine truck models for were aftercooler systems
that coaxed more power and better fuel economy out of their diesel engines. Available options
now included a chrome front bumper and exterior-mounted sun visor both fitted to the CLT
shown above , along with a Jacobs Engine Brake. A "Jake Brake," as it was often called, used
the engine's compression to help slow the vehicle when coming to a stop. Ranger offered a
SuperCab body style for that added 17 inches to the back of the truck's cab. A pair of rear jump
seats was optional. SuperCab trucks came only with a six-foot bed, while regular cabs also
offered a seven-footer. Newly available on the base Ranger S was a 2. Also offered that year -but rarely ordered -- was a 2. Four-wheel-drive Rangers got a new "shift-on-the-fly" system in
The V-6 and diesel engines, along with the 4x4 system, were shared with the Ranger's Bronco II
stablemate. The long-awaited redesigns for Bronco and Ford's light-duty F-Series trucks arrived

in Click to the next page to check them out. In , Ford's light-duty F-Series trucks and their
full-size Bronco companions were treated to a long-awaited restyle, again getting
more-aerodynamic front ends. They also got rear-wheel anti-lock brakes, as did the Bronco II.
Also in , Henry Ford II, who had taken over and essentially "saved" Ford Motor Company in the
s and had run it until , died of pneumonia at the age of In their first major update since , Ford's
F-Series trucks got an aerodynamic restyle for that featured rounded-off front corners and
flush-mounted headlights. The trucks' interiors were also redesigned. The base 4. The Bronco
got the same front-end and interior restyle as the Ford F-Series pickups, along with standard
rear-wheel anti-lock brakes and a fuel-injected six-cylinder engine. The Ford Ranger offered an
off-road-flavored High Rider package in that included a bed-mounted light bar and tubular grille
guard. Representing Ford's medium-duty truck lineup are left to right an L with set-back front
axle, a Cargo, and a Ford F-Series. Ford's Class-8 conventional truck was the LTL For , it offered
a revised cabin and dashboard, while a dash with added instrumentation was optional. Also new
that year were improved Cummins and Caterpillar diesel engines with up to horsepower. A new
line of Super Duty Ford F trucks was introduced for the model year. These trucks filled a gap
between the regular Fs and the medium-duty Fs. Standard was a 7. F-Series also dropped its
available Flareside bed, although it would return a few years later. Bigger news for -- literally -was the introduction of a sleek new Class-8 truck called the AeroMax. Although the cab was
similar to that used for Ford's L-Series Louisville trucks, the front end was given an
aerodynamic look and the interior was spruced up. Ford dropped its stylish Flareside truck bed
for , meaning all pickups carried the Styleside bed shown on the F pictured above. All engines
now boasted fuel injection, but otherwise, the F-Series was little-changed after its facelift. Fs
were offered with GVW ratings of up to 14, lbs. The optional diesel V-8 grew from 6. The Ford
Ranger was a virtual carryover for , although newly available for two-wheel-drive regular cabs
was a GT package with sport suspension, front spoiler, and side skirts. The L was a lighter-duty
version of the heavy-duty L-Series line that effectively fell into the medium-duty segment.
Confusing, perhaps, but it made sense to a lot of buyers. Slipping into the limelight for was the
AeroMax, which upped the ante in Class-8 aerodynamics. Featuring swept-back front fenders
and a form-fitting front bumper -- both made possible by the setback front axle -- it made for a
sleek update to what was essentially an L-Series truck. Wraparound headlights added a modern
look, while tank skirts and an available "Aero Bullet" sleeper unit made the AeroMax more
slippery to the wind. Ford Rangers and Bronco II finally had their turn for a redesign in Continue
to the next page to find out how Ford finished the decade strong. For , Ford's Bronco II and
Ranger were restyled for the first time since their introduction, getting -- you guessed it -aerodynamically sleeker front ends. The Ford Ranger also added the standard rear-wheel
anti-lock brakes the Bronco II had received two years earlier. New for the Aerostar minivan was
a "midi" version with a longer body. After many stand-pat years on the styling front, Ranger
finally got a sleek new front end for that mimicked the look of its Ford F-Series big brother.
Interiors were also new, as were the standard anti-lock rear brakes. A twin-plug head on the 2. A
hp 2. The Bronco II shared the Ford Ranger's restyled front end and interior, but little else was
new. Expanded availability of the four-speed automatic transmission to heavy-duty
two-wheel-drive models was the only change of note to Ford F-Series pickups for Four-wheel
drive versions of the F had a "4x4" badge below the left headlight, as shown above. Ford's
Bronco carried over virtually unchanged for It offered a number of powertrain choices, including
a 4. As the decade wound to a close, Ford found itself in a rather enviable position. The F-Series
was established as the nation's best-selling vehicle, the Ranger was the best-selling compact
pickup, and the rest of the trucks -- all the way up to the heavy-duty Class 8 entries -- were
strong competitors in their respective segments. All in all, Ford was in fine fettle to enter the
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character Zep is involved in a car chase. In that car chase, he drives a Ford Bronco II. When he
later arrives at the warehouse in the movie, it magically becomes an F! Though Hollywood is
known for its amusing continuity errors, this takes the cake because the two are clearly very
distinct vehicles. At the time, rollovers were a very real fear in SUVs, especially the smaller one
which were thought less likely to be able to handle the balance of having a high center of
gravity. It features prominently in the spin-off series to Happy Endings: Happy Rides. It is a big,
red-colored truck in the same layout and design as when it first came out in Oddly enough, it is
not included in the opening montage of the cars that the characters are supposed to have
owned at some point in their lives. It's difficult to tell the Ford Bronco II apart from its bigger
brother, especially from afar or if they aren't beside one another to reference size. The clue lies
in the front. In the original Bronco, the lights up front wrap around the sides of the truck

slightly. In the Bronco II, the headlights are just up front, and the turning indicators are split-one
below the headlights, the other to the side of the truck! The great thing about the Ford Bronco II
was that it was an innovative design. In an age and era where trucks and SUVs were simply
getting bigger and bigger every time, the Bronco II dared to be smaller. It was the first American
compact SUV ever made. While it met with a great deal of success, it had to overcome a lot of
hurdles-the least of which were public fears that it couldn't carry its own weight and might tip
over! It managed to fight through those rough times with grace and ease-eventually coming out
on top with so little to be criticized for. Here are the two most problems that any owner or
would-be owner should be aware of. In a few and 87 Ford Bronco IIs, it was found that the
spring-lock fuel line coupling did not always engage properly. This opened up the system to
dangerous fuel leaks that could, at best, result in a loss of precious fuel or, at worst, might be a
fire hazard unto itself. For the model, the problem was traced to the nylon fuel lines that were
installed on the fuel-return side of the fuel-pressure regulator-they we found to be especially
prone to cracking. As rare as the manifestation of these problems were, affected owners were
lucky enough that the solutions to them required simple fixes to the system-retainer clips and
rubber hoses-that immediately nullified the problems. Still, certain dealers offered to help cover
the replacements for affected customers. Another odd problem was with the seat belt system
installed in the earlier Ford Bronco II-it proved to be far too fragile. Consumers reported that, in
heavy braking conditions, the seat belts tended to snap off or break, negating their protective
function. It completely failed to comply with the strict requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard which was created in a time when safety on the road was gaining a lot of
traction in the American consciousness. Even if a purchased Bronco II still exhibits this
weakness, technology today is more than sufficient to be able to reinforce them without running
to the dealers. As you go through expeditions and all sorts of road adventures aboard the Ford
Bronco II, you need more than just great power and speed. Clean, comfortable seats also make
a difference when it comes to comfort and convenience. Cleaning the seats can be a bit tricky.
You need the right cleaner and tools to make sure that the upholstery of your SUV will be
spotlessly clean and will be better protected against dust and dirt that may settle deep into the
seams. You also have to treat the stains, so the seats won't get permanently smudged and
won't ruin the whole interior look. Cleaning the seats regularly and the right way would give you
a fresh-smelling interior. Vacuum the seats to easily remove dirt, dust, and even moisture. Get
through every nook and cranny of the seats to get rid of debris and gunk. This will make it
easier to wash the fabric car seats. After cleaning the seats with vacuum, you have to prepare a
bucket of cold water and a bucket of warm water. In the bucket of warm water, add some
laundry detergent, about a scoop. This will serve as the upholstery cleaner. Wash the seats
using a sponge that's soaked in the warm water solution. Using the sponge, gently and
thoroughly scrub the seats. You don't want the seats to get soaking wet, so be careful in
sponging them down. Work on the stains and smudges. Once the seats seem clean and
moistened evenly, wash them off using cold water. Dip the towel in cold water and wipe off the
soap and excess dirt. Be sure not to leave any cleaner or soap residue on the seats' surface. Do
this several times until the seats are spotlessly clean. If you'll be using a fabric seat cleaner, be
sure to test the cleaning product first on a small, less visible area of the upholstery. See if it's
safe to use on a specific type of fabric before you apply it to the rest of the upholstery for
intensive cleaning. You can't clean or treat leather the same way you do with fabric seats. This
will need a different kind of treatment. But just like the fabric seats, you need to vacuum the
seats and the rest of the interior first. Use a leather car upholstery cleaner for proper upholstery
care. The cleaner should be applied sparingly. Avoid using excessive amounts, as this may only
cause more harm or damage on the delicate leather. Use moist chamois or soft cloth for wiping
down the seats. Cover every part and make sure that the leather is cleaned off fully. Look for
soap spots and stains that may be left behind. After removing any cleaner residue, let the seats
dry fully on their own. Aside from the cleaner, you may also treat the leather using conditioner.
The conditioner will help retain the natural oil on the leather and will prevent the surface from
getting dry and from cracking. However, several roadblocks resulted to the production of the
final Bronco IIs six years after its introduction. Both had a carbureted 2. These four-wheel drive
Bronco IIs were also pounds lighter than its bigger Bronco brother. An upgrade came in with a
fuel-injected 2. For the model year, an optional 2. However, the diesel engine's meager offering
of 86 horsepower did not draw too much appreciation. Although the front fascia of the Bronco II
experienced a major redesign, there were little changes elsewhere for the compact SUV as it
approached its final years. While there were big restyling plans for both the Bronco II and the
Ranger in , the end of the run for the Bronco II in meant that it would only experience the
improved structural support from a Dana 35 front axle and not much else from the restyling. A
snowball of events led to the end for the Bronco II. The increasing gas prices brought about a

lot of compact SUVs from various makes. Even though the Bronco II was a popular choice for
offroaders who were looking for an inexpensive, rugged vehicle, the stiff competition from more
stylish and polished compact SUVs proved to be too much for the Bronco II to handle. We've
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F Parts. Ford F Heritage Parts. Ford F HD Parts. Ford F53 Parts. Ford F59 Parts. Ford FT Parts.
Ford Fairlane Parts. Ford Fairmont Parts. Ford Falcon Parts. Ford Falcon Sedan Delivery Parts.
Ford Festiva Parts. Ford Fiesta Parts. Ford Five Hundred Parts. Ford Flex Parts. Ford Focus
Parts. Ford Freestar Parts. Ford Freestyle Parts. Ford Fusion Parts. Ford G Parts. Ford GT Parts.
Ford GT40 Parts. Ford Galaxie Parts. Ford Gran Torino Parts. Ford Granada Parts. Ford L Parts.
Ford LF Parts. Ford LAF Parts. Ford LA Parts. Ford LCF Parts. Ford LL Parts. Ford LLA Parts.
Ford LLS Parts. Ford LN Parts. Ford LNT Parts. Ford LS Parts. Ford LSF Parts. Ford LT Parts.
Ford LTF Parts. Ford LTA Parts. Ford LTD Parts. Ford LTL Parts. Ford LTS Parts. Ford M Parts.

Ford Maverick Parts. Ford Mustang Parts. Ford Mustang II Parts. Ford P Parts. Ford Pinto Parts.
Ford Police Interceptor Sedan Parts. Ford Police Interceptor Utility Parts. Ford Police
Responder Hybrid Parts. Ford Prefect Parts. Ford Probe Parts. Ford Ranch Wagon Parts. Ford
Ranchero Parts. Ford Ranger Parts. Ford Sprint Parts. Ford Squire Parts. Ford Starliner Parts.
Ford Station Bus Parts. Ford Sunliner Parts. Ford Taunus Parts. Ford Taurus Parts. Ford Taurus
X Parts. Ford Tempo Parts.
bmw 328i coil pack
99 ford explorer engine diagram
07 bmw 530i
Ford Thunderbird Parts. Ford Torino Parts. Ford Transit Connect Parts. Ford Transit Parts.
Ford Transit HD Parts. Ford Victoria Parts. Ford Windstar Parts. Ford Zephyr Parts. Ford Zodiac
Parts. Ford Customer Reviews. Nov 19, Perfect fit and to install. No problem fit like a glove. Joe
Martin. Purchased on Oct 25, Nov 22, Great seller. Great transaction.. SUV runs great!!! Mildred
Ortega. Purchased on Oct 18, Jul 03, Great Value. I am so glad I bought this through Auto Parts
Warehouse. Local stores told me that this wasn't available. Purchased on May 18, Ford Guides.
About Aftermarket Ford Parts. Shop Aftermarket Ford Parts. Why Shop from CarParts. Helpful
Automotive Resources. This time around, Ford Motor Company is moving to recall three million
vehicles across its Ford, Mercury, and Lincoln brands due to problematic inflators. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

